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. 1.13.3. 7. C. L'abilitÃ‰ di scaricare e masterizzare. rule 47 J7.6.TESTANDO RIVOLTA:. Si tendono a esaminare le qualitÃ‰ delle curve polivalvole.Q: why is "backbone.sync" a method instead of an
object? I am having a hard time understanding why backbone.sync is a function. The documentation mentions that it's a function, but it doesn't actually say much about it. A: It's a function because
you will invoke it like this: backbone.sync(function(...) {... }); It's also a function because it returns a function. For example: backbone.sync(); function(...){...} is a function so even though it is a
function you don't need to wrap it in () as you can write function() {... } When you invoke backbone.sync({ one: 1, two: 2 }) it will return you a function like this function (data, options) { return
_.extend(data, options); } You can then invoke it like this: var result = backbone.sync({ one: 1, two: 2 }); console.log(result); // { one: 1, two: 2 } Q: "They are not connected" error after reboot on
Cisco UCS C540-24G After reboot of a Cisco UCS C540-24G with 16 SSDs, we are not able to set them, and we are getting errors like: ... SetDatastore: This feature was not supported in the previous
configuration, so it is not connected ... Doing manual configuration: ... Executing Configure Command ... SetClass: This feature was not supported in the previous configuration, so it is not connected
Configured all features, maybe we could get the error: ... SetDatastore: Port 1 is not connected, please connect it, or press cancel to continue with configuration. If I manually connect a host from
port1 to port 4 (with the port's power on), it works and setup all hosts, and after reboot these hosts are ready to serve clients. Do you have any idea where this might 6d1f23a050
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